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Abstract—Ultra-reliable low latency communications
(URLLC) service class introduced in Fifth Generation
(5G) New Radio (NR) caters to mission-critical applications
with stringent quality of service requirements. Meeting such
demanding design goals require a paradigm shift in resource
management procedures. Conventional reactive schemes need
to be replaced by novel and proactive resource management
schemes that can efficiently meet such demanding design targets.
In this paper, we propose a novel location-aware transmission
rate adjustment scheduling procedure for URLLC networks
based on a predictive interference management scheme.
Prior to scheduling, a geographical relocation of some of the
receivers, which cannot overcome a minimum reliability/outage
requirement set by physical layer, is enforced if the corresponding
long term channel and interference statistics fail to meet a
proposed criteria. Extensive system level simulations show
that the proposed relocation and interference prediction based
scheduling method meets the reliability constraint and enhances
utilization factor of the scalable URLLC network resource
significantly. The proposed scheme demonstrates around an
order of magnitude lower outage probability compared to a
baseline conventional scheme, while having a higher resource
efficiency.

Index Terms—Rate adaptation, resource management, scalable
URLLC, URLLC

I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation (5G) New Radio (NR) wireless system
is expected to evolve/support various specialized services
in practical scenarios in vertical domains such as factory
automation, automotive controls, e-health care, smart meter-
ing, Tactile Internet, etc. Such machine type communication
(MTC) aspect will play a significant role in future beyond
5G networks [1]. Among the various MTC services, mission-
critical MTC can be realized by ultra-reliable low-latency
communications (URLLC) service class introduced in 5G.
URLLC includes applications with the requirements of ultra-
reliable and extreme low-latency to enable real-time control
and automation of dynamic process in the industrial field
and various other verticals. For example, URLLC application
designed for factory automation in the beyond 5G era faces
stringent requirements suggested by codeword block error rate
(BLER) of 10−9 and sub-millisecond latency [2]–[5].

In order to facilitate URLLC services in MTC networks,
there are critical challenging points that physical as well as

resource management layer must overcome. These include
uncertainty in the traffic, random channel variation due to
large and small scale fading (i.e., fluctuation in received
signal to interference noise ratio), and random interference
caused by other cell scheduling [4]. In order to overcome
these challenges and enable URLLC, 5G NR adopted to
modify the numerology by introducing short transmission
time intervals (TTI) as low latency enabler [6] and allocate
more than sufficient wireless resource in the physical layer to
ensure ultra reliability [7]. However, this may be practiced
in limited scenarios, where the transmission rate is nearly
fixed and the demand for network capacity is far below the
inherent network potential. Future beyond 5G systems will
need to serve URLLC applications with nodes requiring higher
network capacity while the stringent requirements are still in
demand. Thus, URLLC network with scalability requirements
will need to address additional challenges in the radio resource
management (RRM) sector.

Previously, predictive resource efficient RRM algorithm
for scalable URLLC was investigated [8][9]. The predicted
interference variations are accurate enough to set minimal
margin for achieving both reliability and network resource
efficiency. However, the simulation environment for evaluation
and analysis was focused on a single receiver in a single
serving cell with multiple interference sources. Thus, there
is an initiative to evaluate further whether the schedulers in a
multiple serving cells scenario can independently function for
achieving the URLLC constraints by collecting interference
reports from their serving mobile stations (MSs). This paper
aims to extend/evaluate the previous findings from the interfer-
ence model of discrete state space discrete-time Markov chain
to a 3D channel model environment consisting of multiple
receiver’s interference measurement affecting the serving cell’s
resource management scheduling.

In this paper, we propose a novel transmission rate ad-
justment scheduling procedure for URLLC networks based
on the predictive interference management algorithm. Prior to
scheduling, a geographical relocation of some receivers, which
cannot overcome a minimum reliability/outage requirement set
by the physical layer, is enforced if the corresponding long
term channel and interference statistics fail to meet a proposed
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Fig. 1. URLLC base and mobile station indoor deployment scenario model

criteria. As evaluated in [10], severe interference is present
near the cell edge boundaries when multi-cell is operated such
that a frequency partitioning scheme is suggested as a solution
for fulfilling the stringent URLLC requirements. We propose
that if service for MS near the cell boundaries can be relocated,
frequency reuse-1 factor could be achieved. If service is still
required at an original location, frequency reuse-1/2 or cell
layout should be redesigned. However, frequency partitioning
leads to inefficiency since the total available bandwidth is
reduced. System level simulations show that the proposed re-
location and interference prediction based scheduling method
meets the reliability constraint and enhances utilization factor
of the scalable URLLC network resource significantly.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we first overview the deployment scenario
and the proposed resource allocation rules of the system
model for multi-cell multi receivers. The system is based on
the indoor office scenario of multi-cell defined in 3GPP TR
38.901 [11]. As shown in Fig. 1, there are 12 cells each
equipped with their own antenna panels in geographically
separated sites. The network operates without any coordination
among other base stations (BSs). Each MS is camped on
a single cell and is served with single-user multiple-input
and multiple-output (SU-MIMO) rather than multi-user MIMO
(MU-MIMO) due to ultra-reliability requirements. Each an-
tenna port is mapped to antenna elements within antenna
panels via analog beamforming, and multiple antenna ports are
used for digital beamforming or spatial diversity/multiplexing.
The 3GPP NR 3D channel model [11] is assumed for the
downlink, where large scale fading and fast fading is generated
based on horizontal and vertical angle of departure and arrivals
with respect to antenna models. Perfect uplink signal reception
is assumed for interference reports from MSs.
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Fig. 2. BLER reference curves with arbitrary MCS sets for URLLC system
level simulation

A. Simple physical resource allocation system model

The BS transmits a fixed data of size D with channel
coding redundancy to combat random bit errors. Let us as-
sume a bandwidth of 20MHz and mini-slot duration of 4
OFDM symbols with 60kHz subcarrier spacing are given as
a physical resource. This corresponds to an extremely low-
latency transmission slot of approximately 71µs. Then, total
resource element (RE) of 1200 is obtained if 300 out of 512
subcarriers (512 FFT size) in the frequency domain are utilized
for data transmission. Fig. 2 shows BLER curves for some
arbitrary modulation and coding set (MCS) levels for system
level simulation. The MCS BLER results are reference curves
for translating transmission error probability at a receiver’s
given signal to interference noise ratio (SINR) in the system
model. As shown in Table 1, the lowest MCS level 0 is the
case when all of the single mini-slot resource is used solely
for a single MS receiving D = 256 information bit. In other
words, only one MS at a mini-slot time is served.

Our proposed novel scheduling scheme works as follows.
First, the BS considers the received interference of the MS
with the worst received SINR within the group of MSs that
are to be scheduled. It is assumed that the BS has perfect
knowledge of the interference status of the serving cell MSs.
If this interference is measured to be low, the BS schedules
all the MSs with higher level MCSs, thus allowing more MSs
to be served within a single mini-slot. For example, if an MS
with the worst received SINR within a selected group obtains
SINR of 3 dB, we can observe from Table I that the users can
be scheduled with MCS 3. Hence, 4 MSs can be concurrently
served in a slot duration.

Since downlink transmission data rate is essentially repre-
sented by MCS, the scheduler must choose the right MCS and
amount of physical REs to fulfill the reliability and latency
constraints, in consideration of the receiver’s predicted SINR.
To ensure the stringent quality of service, the received signal of
MCS level should be able to overcome fading and interference
caused by other BS in the downlink. Thus, choosing the right
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Fig. 3. Received SINR plot of Random vs CINR requirement based MS
placement

MCS level, while meeting the outage probability requirement
is a key to efficient network resource utilization. We consider
the tail statistics [4] of the interference distribution and identify
the receiver with the worst SINR (i.e., measured interference
power) within a serving cell boundary to solve such optimiza-
tion problem.

B. Position-aided MS relocation routine for predictive RRM

As physical boundaries of an indoor cell are defined,
associated UEs shall be located within the cell coverage. UEs
located near the cell boundaries usually have high interference
to noise ratio (INR). In order to achieve URLLC, INR should
be managed for all UEs within a cell such that the worst SINR
value corresponding to a lowest MCS level should not exceed
the target outage BLER (e.g., 10−5). To avoid this, we propose
a relocation routine for associated UE by comparing received
carrier to interference noise ratio (CINR) to a threshold β.

The first step to position-aided UE relocation is measuring
received signal’s reference signal power from various sources
with the following criterion, that

CINR = RSRPserving/
∑

RSRPneighbor + n (1)
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Fig. 4. MS horizontal placement results according to CINR requirements
(top: -4.88dB, bottom: 5dB)

exceeds the minimum required SINR for MCS 0 correspond-
ing to the target BLER (which can be obtained from the BLER
curves in Fig. 2). RSRP refers to reference signal received
power, and this represents the reference signal power of a
serving cell versus other neighbor cells difference measured
at a MS. This usually indicates the rough average SINR that
can be acquired from the MS. n is the additive white Gaussian
noise. The BS receives SINR report from served MS to analyze
the CINR.

If CINR < β, the BS can indicate that the antenna
direction of the corresponding MS rotates (azimuth/zenith)
toward the serving BS until the minimum CINR condition is
met. If antenna angle adjustment is not effective, re-locate the
MS and re-measure the CINR until it is satisfied. In the case
of Table 1, β should be set to −4.8dB. It is expected that the
geometrical distance between the serving base station and the
MSs shortens as the threshold level for CINR increases. Fig.
4 shows an experimental simulation result of MS geographical
placement results after applying CINR to served MSs (120
MSs are deployed per cell in this case). As the threshold value
for CINR becomes higher, it seems that MSs are placed
toward the center of the serving BSs, as expected. As the
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relocation progresses, geographical location information can
be saved in a database such that CINR requirements could
be met by MS’s positional information. This use of location
information in resource management is one of the active
research areas in the 6G [1][12]. Please note that the some MSs
may not be relocated due to the indispensability of the service
requirement at that location. Under such circumstances, fre-
quency diversity or other reliability enhancement techniques
can be adopted to ensure URLLC services. However, such an
investigation is beyond the scope of this work.

TABLE I
SINR REQUIREMENTS TARGETED AT BLER 10−5

Parameters Code rate Req. SINR Scheduled
(QPSK) (dB) UEs per mimi-slot

MCS 0 R=256/2400 -4.8 1
MCS 1 R=256/1200 -2.8 2
MCS 2 R=256/800 0.06 3
MCS 3 R=256/600 1.63 4
MCS 4 R=256/400 4.33 6
MCS 5 R=256/400 10.38 12

(16QAM)

Fig. 3 shows the SINR tracking result of every MS deployed
in the indoor system model. It is clear that the amount of
fluctuations in SINR for random MS placement within a
square cell is more pronounced than the placement based
on the minimum CINR requirement. In addition, the lowest
measured SINR seems much lower than the MCS 0 target out-
age level, which leads to failure in meeting scalable URLLC
reliability requirements. On the other hand, applying minimum
CINR requirement seems to maintain a much narrower SINR
fluctuation range. With the minimum CINR requirement,
the system can setup a target outage probability and assess
whether the system in physical layer perspective meets the
requirements or not. For estimating the receiver’s SINR, we
apply the predictive RRM algorithm to choose the right MCS
level and observe/compare its effectiveness in a system level
simulation environment.

C. Interference predictive RRM

After collecting CINR reports from the served MSs within
a cell, the serving cells check the link reliability requirements
set by the target outage probability. This means the serving
cells collect SINR reports (and/or acknowledgement) from all
MSs to figure out the outage probability. Then, the serving
cell schedules higher level MCS to MSs in a selected group,
if the reported SINR is higher than the higher level MCS’s
required value. By applying the worst received SINR schedul-
ing rule detailed in Section II A, base station can build an
initially observed interference space I. The interference space
is discretized into L = {S0,S1, ...SL−1} states that covers
the entire range of observed interference range measured
from MSs. L refers to the maximum number of quantized
states. As suggested in [8], I2 value is used for equally
spacing interference states since it fits well for a risk sensitive
approach.

The interference transition matrix P that describes the
transmission probability of a current interference level Si to
Sj at instance t is represented by [8]

pij =

∑
t[1St+1(Sj)|1St(Si)]∑

t[1St(Si)]

∀ i, j ∈ {0, 1, ...L− 1}, (2)

where 1A(x) is the indicator function which equals 1 if x ∈
A and 0 otherwise. For example, if St

i = St+1
j occurs, the

reported interference level from t to t+ 1 is unchanged.
After building the probability transition matrix, which char-

acterizes the interference distribution, the base station decides
the downlink MCS level for the MS with the worst received
SINR based on the interference prediction. The confidence
level parameter η < 1 that represents the minimum sum
probability

∑j
l=0 pil ≥ η incorporates all possible transition

possibilities of the discretized interference levels. This can be
represented as

Pr[It+1 ≤ Ît+1] > η, (3)

where It+1 refers to the actual interference and Ît+1 refers to
predicted interference at the next state.

For example, if L = 20 and the current interference level
is i = 3, while j = 4 such that the minimum interference
level is greater than a η indicates the predicted interference
level. This means the predicted interference level in the next
state is greater than the current level. Based on the predicted
interference level L, the BS would look up the required SINR
such as Table 1 to decide an MCS level.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we compare the system level simulation
(SLS) results with predictive RRM based MCS scheduling
rule and the baseline conventional SINR moving average based
MCS scheduling method [13]. The baseline moving average
estimator receives interference report from MS and filters the
reported interference value through a low-pass IIR filter. The
predicted interference estimate would be

Ît+1 = αIt−1 + (1− α)Ît, (4)

where α is a weight factor.
The evaluation assumptions and parameters are given as

follows: 12 MS per cell are dropped in the cell layout, center
frequency of 3.5GHz is applied, 60kHz subcarrier spacing,
mini-slot of 4 OFDM symbols (0.071ms of transmission time
interval (TTI)), 20MHz system bandwidth, 50 REs assigned,
32 bytes of payload size, and up to 12 MS served per BS in
every mini-slot. The indoor office has 12 BSs and all nodes
are assumed to operate independently. Each BS is equipped
with 4x4x2 (VxHxPol) antenna panels with 20 meter inter-
site distance. A single (VxHxPol) antenna panel is applied for
all MSs.

The performance of the proposed position-aided MS reloca-
tion and interference predictive RRM method is numerically
evaluated against the conventional moving average based
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Fig. 5. SINR margin of baseline IIR-filtered vs proposed predictive RRM

SINR estimation scheme. For the baseline, we assume that
relocation of MS is not applied, once MSs are dropped in cell
boundaries. The interference state L is divided into 20 states.
For the proposed scheme, risk sensitivity value indicated in
Eq. (3) is set to η = 0.95.

1) SINR margin: We first evaluate the SINR margin of
two schemes as a function of scheduled TTI. The SINR
margin refers to a gap between received downlink signal’s
SINR and the required SINR of a scheduled MCS at a target
BLER. Thus, a positive SINR margin refers to a successful
transmission status. On the other hand, if the margin is way
too much a positive value, it indicates that resource is used
inefficiently. Fig. 5 shows SINR margins of all MSs served
by the 12 BSs. It can be clearly identified that SINR margin
of the proposed scheme (Fig. 5d) shows all positive values
during the time interval of 120 TTI, whereas the baseline IIR-
filtered feedback SINR estimation scheme (Fig. 5a) displays
quite a few large negative values in the SINR margin vs TTI
plot. We also applied 3dB and 17dB scheduling margin to
observe further detail on SINR margin statuses. A typical
3dB scheduling margin is selected to decide whether negative
SINR margin improves or not, and 17dB scheduling margin
is chosen such that negative SINR margin would not occur.
The performance of baseline IIR-filtered SINR estimation
scheme does not meet the reliability requirement as SINR
margin tracking records in Fig. 5a and 5b show some negative
values. However, a high SINR margin of 17dB (Fig. 5c)
would be demanded to make the system overcome the URLLC
constraints, but at the expense of higher resource usage.

2) Average transmit packets per TTI: Next, we evaluate the
average transmitted packet of the compared scheduling meth-
ods. Table II shows a summarized resource efficiency in terms
of the average number of transmitted slots (not accounting
NACK nor retransmission) per TTI. The fixed MCS 0 is a
special case of a scheduling rule that all BSs do not apply any
rate adaptation scheme. This mode is set to initially analyze
the lower bound of system outage probability, and subsequent
MS relocations would help achieve the target bound. For the
current indoor SLS environments and parameter set, MCS 0
only transmission mode with MS relocation meeting CINR
requirement leads to zero transmission error.

Baseline IIR-filtered scheduling mode has three different
configurations, as shown in Table II. With 0dB SINR margin,
average transmission rate is reached up to 8.553 slots per TTI,

whereas either 3dB or 17dB scheduling margin reduces the
network downlink throughput. The 17dB scheduling margin
case would make the system achieve the reliability target, but
the resource efficiency drops below the predictive interference
estimation based RRM scheduling method.

TABLE II
AVERAGE TRANSMIT PACKETS PER TTI

Scheduling fixed Baseline IIR-filtered Predictive RRM
margin MCS 0 est. SINR

0dB 1.00 8.553 (sys. outage) 3.318
3dB - 7.333 (sys. outage) -
17dB - 1.854 -

3) Theoretical comparison of resource allocation in SLS
interference environment from fixed MCS mode scheduling:
We compare the outage performance and resource usage of
the comparing schemes. The received downlink samples were
collected from the SLS with CINR requirement based reloca-
tion procedure and fixed MCS 0 mode scheduling. Since fixed
MCS 0 transmission already achieves the reliability constraint
of BLER 10−5, we can analyze the expected actual outage
probability and resource usage from the given interference
environment. The theoretical block error rate ϵ and resource
usage R can be evaluated from [14][15]

R ≈ D

C(γ)
+

Q−1(ϵ)2V (γ)

2C(γ)2

[
1 +

√
1 +

4DC(γ)

Q−1(ϵ)2V (γ)

]
,

(5)

where γ = SNR/Î is the predicted SINR. C(γ) = log2(1+γ)
is the Shannon capacity of AWGN channels under infi-
nite blocklength regime. Q−1(·) is the inverse of the Q-
function. V (γ) = 1

ln(2)2 (1 − 1
(1+γ)2 ) is the channel disper-

sion. To achieve a low outage probability, cost of resource
usage increases. The usage of resource and target versus
actual/achievable outage performance is shown in Fig. 6. As
expected, the predictive interference based RRM requires more
resource than the ideal case of transmission rate/capacity.
However, the proposed scheme in [8] is analyzed to have
higher resource efficiency with higher reliability than the
baseline scheme. This translates to predictive RRM based rate
adjustment method being much more accurate in terms of
estimating future SINR values.
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Fig. 6. Fixed MCS 0 scheduling based data sample comparison of mean
outage and resource usage

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel location aware transmis-
sion rate adjustment scheduling method for URLLC networks
based on the predictive interference management algorithm.
Our suggestion to re-locate some receivers in order to fulfill
target outage probability first ensures reliability and latency
requirements. The risk sensitive predictive interference RRM
is proven to significantly enhance both reliability and resource
efficiency in a 3D system level, compared to conventional IIR-
filter based average SINR estimation based scheduling scheme.
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